MOBILE APPLICATION
SECURITY
Our Mobile Application Security Testing service provides a
wide range of security testing based on industrial standard
such as OWASP Mobile Testing and NIST SP 800-124R1. It
helps mobile application owner to have a more secure
application to be used by application users.

There will be two methods used along the
process, namely dynamic and static analysis.
Dynamic analysis helps nd any vulnerabilities
that could possibly appear when the
application is running, while static analysis will
help nd any vulnerabilities inside the binary
code or any conguration that leads to threat.

Our security engineers, using advanced
technique combined with various security
tools, will help nd “hidden” security aws
that could not be identied by automated
security scanner tools. Supported by over
10 years of experience in information
security and penetration testing, we will
help simulate sophisticated attack vectors
against the mobile application and nd
security aws that could be a threat to
business processes.

METHODOLOGY
MOBILE APPLICATION
SECURITY TESTING

Collecting information about mobile application
component (including third-party library) and
identify mobile application business ow.

Recon
Threat & Risk
Modelling

Attack & Post-Exploitation
(Proof-Of-Concept )

Mitigation
Recomendation

Build testing plan and attack
vector based on threat and risk
modelling.
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At Authscure, our application penetration testing process will targets the entire range of vulnerabilities in your
mobile apps. Using the same techniques as sophisticated hackers, we providing unique visibility into security
risks automated tools often miss. To ensure high quality and repeatable engagements, our penetration testing
methodology will follows these steps:

Static Analysis will perform reverse engineering on your app to extract
the source code and nd any bugs or vulnerabilities inside the binary code
while Dynamic Analysis will run your app in real devices and perform realtime attacks using various hacking techniques to ensure that your mobile
app is secure.
Once the engagement is completed, we will deliver a detailed analysis and
threat report, including remediation steps. Our consultants set an industry
standard for clear and concise reports, prioritising the highest risk vulnerabilities.

